
Robert Smith 
Lead Transportation Security Officer II

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Managed, supervised, and led the TSA Workforce at JHM Airport to mitigate 
threats against civil aviation. Applied knowledge of security operations, 
employee management, and leadership characteristics to facilitate a 
positive team environment. Maintained a credible and confident presence 
in a complex and evolving airport, while upholding TSAs mission.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Transportation Security Officer II
Department Of Homeland Security -   2016 – 2020 

Responsibilities:

 Managed, supervised, and led the TSA Workforce at JHM Airport to 
mitigate threats against civil aviation.

 Applied knowledge of security operations, employee management, and 
leadership characteristics to facilitate a positive team environment.

 Maintained a credible and confident presence in a complex and evolving
airport, while upholding its mission.

 Assigned officers roles in opening and closing equipment in checkpoint 
and baggage.

 Trained officers to utilize all equipment in checkpoint and baggage.
 Kept track of officers accomplishments and submitted end of the year 

awards to officers who deserved recognition.
 Encouraged officers to work as a team by helping each other out with 

training exercises and team meetings.

Lead Transportation Security Officer
Delta Corporation -   2007 – 2012 

Responsibilities:

 Ensure the safety and security of the traveling public, engaged 
customers when they have questions, daily interaction with airport 
operations and the .

 Supervised security officers at passenger checkpoints and baggage 
inspection stations Communicated with authority and tact in a fast-
paced, high-.

 Supervise employees, schedule duty locations and breaks Engage 
passengers and provide excellent customer service EAC (Employee 
Advisory Council) .

 Proficient in scheduling, which in the past included training schedules, 
the master schedule of over 50 workers for an operation that ran 20 
hours a .

 OJT Monitor, monitoring and recording the progress of the new hires 
which could be a six month or more process.

 PresentOperating various screening equipment and technology to 
identify dangerous objects in baggage, cargo and on passengers, and 
preventing those .

 Interacting with the public, giving directions and responding to inquiries.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Proficient In PC Systems,
Microsoft Office, 
SharePoint, Internet, 
Adobe Systems.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

BA in Economics - 2002(University of Hawaii Manoa - Honolulu, HI)
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